Being able to produce synthetic networks by means of generative random graph models and scalable algorithms is a recurring tool-of-the-trade in network analysis, as it provides a well founded basis for the statistical analysis of various properties in real-world networks. In this paper, we illustrate how to generate large random graphs having a power-law degree profile by means of the Chung-Lu model. In particular, we are concerned with the fulfillment of a fundamental hypothesis that must be placed on the model parameters, without which the generated graphs loose all the theoretical properties of the model, notably, the controllability of the expected node degrees and the absence of correlations between the degrees of two nodes joined by an edge. We provide explicit formulas for the model parameters in order to generate random graphs which fulfil a number of requirements on the behavior of the smallest, largest, and average expected degrees and have several desirable properties, including a power-law degree distribution with any prescribed exponent larger than 2, the presence of a giant component and no potentially isolated nodes.
Introduction
Networks are ubiquitous in the modern society as a large number of biological, social, engineering, and physical systems have been successfully modeled and implemented as networks. Understanding structures and dynamics defined over such networks has thus become a prevalent challenge across many disciplines. In particular, a problem of central importance in network analysis is to be able to produce random graphs that resemble certain fundamental structural properties that emerge from the empirical observation of real-world networks. This problem is not only theoretically interesting, but also of practical relevance. In fact, a variety of generative network models have been proposed in the literature and have been successfully used in a range of applications, including the analysis of the network dynamics, understanding common properties across diverse type of networked systems and pointing out the selforganization mechanisms at the basis of the formation of complex networks, see e.g., [22, 28] or the survey [5] . of complex network analysis. Moreover, some models are difficult to analyze analytically, others may introduce (or miss) certain structural properties as degree correlations, node clustering or the occurrence of certain subgraphs. Thus, depending on the application and the context, one model can be preferred over another.
In this work, we focus on a random graph model originally proposed by Chung and Lu in [7, 8, 11] and further thoroughly analyzed in [9] . This model, which we refer to as the Chung-Lu model, is very flexible and conceptually very simple. The model depends on a vector w whose elements w 1 , . . . , w n set out the node degrees in expectation, under suitable hypotheses. In other words, given a degree sequence w, the model can generate random graphs with n nodes whose expected degrees are exactly w 1 , . . . , w n . Our main goal is to explore to what extent large scale-free networks can be generated by means of the Chung-Lu random graph model. In particular, we consider random graphs drawn from a Chung-Lu model with vector w defined as w i = c(i 0 + i) 1/(1−γ) , i = 1, . . . , n and we show that, with a suitable choice of the parameters c and i 0 , one can generate random graphs that have a number of desired properties. For example, they can have expected degrees with a prescribed power-law distribution n k = O(k −γ ), they can have specified average and largest expected degrees, allowing for graphs that are both sparse and have hubs, and they can have a giant component, i.e., a connected subgraph with a number of nodes that scales linearly with the number of nodes of the entire network. The paper is organized as follows. In the next subsection we collect some preliminaries. Then, in Section 2 we present the main features of the Chung-Lu model and propose a simple and efficient procedure to generate random graphs from this model. We provide the Matlab implementation of the graph generator and showcase its computing time performance. In Section 3 we discuss the main results of this work. First, we prove that a naive selection of the vector w is unable to respect a basic assumption of the model when the size of the graph becomes large. Then, we provide explicit expressions for parameters that allow to generate sequences of power-law graphs with exponent larger than 2 having a prescribed average degree, in expectation. As a consequence, we demonstrate the possibility of generating large scale-free graphs having almost surely a connected component comprising a significant fraction of all nodes.
Notations and basic results
We use standard graph theoretical notations and definitions (cf. [9] ). A (undirected) graph or network G consists of a finite set V of nodes (or vertices) and a set E of edges. For notational simplicity, we identify V with {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each edge e ∈ E is an unordered pair of nodes. If e = {i, j} then we say that nodes i and j are adjacent, and that e is incident to i (and also to j). An edge having the form {i, i} is called loop. The degree of a node i ∈ V is the number of edges incident to i, denoted by d i . A loop contributes as one edge to the node degree. If d i = 0 then we say that node i is isolated. For a vector w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) we write mean(w) and mean 2 (w) to denote its first and second order means, mean(w) = 1 n n i=1 w i and mean 2 (w) = n i=1 w 2 i / n i=1 w i , respectively. In the sequel, we will repeatedly use the following elementary result: If f is a non-increasing function, then
(1) The Chung-Lu random graph model is one of the most widespread random graph models. A detailed description and analysis of such model is presented in [9] , which collects important earlier results concerning the number and size of connected components [7, 10] , average distance and diameter [8, 6] , and spectral properties of the associated adjacency matrix [11] . An independent appearance of the same model can be found in [29] , where it has been introduced to analyze connectivities in protein-protein interaction networks. In [1] Aiello, Chung and Lu described an earlier random graph model for power law degree distributions which is equivalent asymptotically to the Chung-Lu model. The Chung-Lu model is usually denoted by G(w) where w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) is a vector of non-negative real numbers which define the model. A random graph G ∈ G(w) is a graph with n nodes, whose edges are generated independently from one another according to the following rule: For i, j = 1, . . . , n, the probability of having an edge between nodes i and j is
For mathematical convenience, loops are usually allowed. Hence, the expected number of edges attached to node i, that is, the expected degree of node i is n j=1
In other words, the expected degree of each node in a graph G ∈ G(w) is equal to the corresponding coefficient in the vector w. As noted in [26] , the Chung-Lu model is the only random graph model where the probability of having an edge between nodes i and j is the product f (w i )f (w j ) of separate functions of the expected degrees of nodes i and j. As a consequence, this is the only random graph model that does not introduce correlations among the degrees of the nodes joined by an edge. For that reason, the Chung-Lu model represents the fundamental "null model" for finding community structures in networks [15, 17, 26] , since tightly interconnected node sets can be revealed as deviations from an uncorrelated random graph. Recall that the existence of nontrivial correlations among such degrees in Barabási-Albert networks is well known, see e.g., [20, 22] or [25, Sect. 7.2] . Finally, we mention that the Chung-Lu model is the basic building block of more recent and advanced random graph models, such as the degree corrected stochastic block model [16, 18] and the block two-level Erdös-Rényi model [19] , which have been proposed as models for random graphs having a prescribed average degree distribution and integrating clustering effects and community structures that appear in social networks.
Admissible expected degree sequences
For certain vectors w the number p ij defined in (2) can exceed 1. In order to preserve its probabilistic meaning, this issue is usually avoided by specifying the constraint max i=1...n w 2 i ≤ n k=1 w k on w, in such a way that 0 ≤ p ij ≤ 1. Other choices are possible; for example, various authors set p ij as the minimum between w i w j / k w k and 1, but in that case the identity (3) is no longer valid and all interesting theoretical properties of the model are lost. For this reason, in the present work we adopt the following definition.
Moreover, we denote by A n the set of all admissible n-vectors.
Note that, if w ∈ A n , then
so all the entries of w are bounded by n. While the ordering of the w i 's is not essential in the definition of G(w), we adopt it for simplicity of further computations.
An efficient generator of Chung-Lu random graphs
Since real-world networks are often very large, the availability of efficient random graph generators is crucial for practical purposes. The obvious algorithm based on (2) considers each node pair and generates the corresponding edge according to the prescribed probability. This is the approach implemented in the function sticky of the Matlab package CONTEST [31] , which is probably the earliest implementation of a G(w)-type random graph generator. The resulting computational cost is O(n 2 ) for a graph with n nodes, which is unsuitable for large graphs. An efficient implementation of the Chung-Lu model is included within the block two-level Erdös-Rényi (BTER) algorithm [19] , which has been designed with the goal of producing random graphs resembling certain social network properties. A more efficient algorithm has been described in [23] . The computational cost of that algorithm is O(n + m) on average, where m = 1 2 i w i is the expected number of edges in G(w). For sparse graphs, this cost is essentially linear in n.
We propose here yet another generator for graphs in G(w). The main advantage of our generator is its purely linear algebra implementation, which runs very efficiently on Matlab due to the absence of explicit for-loops. Our algorithm is based on some ideas laid out in [4, 19] and, as for the method proposed in [23] , has a running time essentially proportional to the number of edges in the graph. The algorithm implements the principle called "ball dropping" in [30] . Initially, the algorithm generates two random vectors, I and J, whose entries are node indices. In each vector, the node index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} appears ℓw i /(2m) times on average, where ℓ is the length of the random vectors. Therefore, edges are generated by joining nodes I(k) and J(k) for k = 1, . . . , ℓ. Obviously, the procedure may produce repeated edges, which are removed at the end of the algorithm. To counteract the removal, the vector length is set to
is an estimate on the number of multiple edges that are generated in the first step (assuming w ∈ A n , of course). Figure 1 shows the Matlab implementation of this algorithm, which is also available via the repository https://github.com/ftudisco/scalefreechunglu. For completeness, we also provide a Python version of the graph generator. Figure 2 demonstrates the running time of the algorithm for various random graphs in the G(w) model. We performed a series of experiments in Matlab v.2019b on a laptop PC endowed with a i7-8550U processor and 1.80GHz CPU clock. We generated graphs with n nodes where n = 100 · 2 k−1 for k = 1, . . . , 14 and the vectors w are chosen using three different degree distributions: a constant distribution with w i = 4, a random distribution where each w i is set by a pseudo-random generator uniform in [0, 8], and a power law distribution with γ = 3 and expected average degree mean(w) = 4, obtained by the formula w i = 2 n/i. In all experiments, the expected number of edges is 4n, even though in practice that number varies, due to the randomness of the generator. We denote by m the actual number of edges in each graph. In Figure 2 , the x-axis corresponds to the number of edges in the graph, illustrating that the execution time of the algorithm scales essentially linearly with the number of edges. The left picture shows the running time obtained by each experiment, while the right picture shows the average time per generated edge. The timings are the averages over 10 runs per each dimension n and degree profile.
3 Scale-free random graphs in the Chung-Lu model
Owing to the pervasiveness of scale-free networks in the real world, and the fact that the Chung-Lu model allows us to choose in advance the expected degree distribution of random graphs, it is natural to ask whether or not it is possible to generate large power-law networks with arbitrary exponent from G(w), by a suitable choice of the parameter w ∈ A n . The main goal of this section is to answer that question. In particular, we address the possibility of generating large graphs having prescribed statistical properties, such as the exponent of the power law and the average degree. Let n k ≈ αk −γ be the degree distribution of a scale-free network G with n vertices and γ > 1. Then, for large n, the number N (k) of nodes with degree greater than or equal to k can be approximated by
For further reference, we note incidentally that the largest degree d max for nodes in G can be estimated by imposing N (d max ) = 1, giving
.
On the other hand, if G ∈ G(w) with w ∈ A n then it is reasonable to assume N (w i ) ≈ i, since the expected degree of nodes 1, . . . , i is at least w i . Then, solving for w i the approximate identity i ≈ αw 1−γ i /(γ − 1), coming from (4), we obtain
This construction will be somewhat extended in the following result, which is based on an idea found in [8] and [9, §5.7] . Basically, a new parameter is introduced to shift the index i. As we will see later on, the presence of that parameter is very useful to overcome some limitations on the structure of the networks arising from (6) . At the same time, that parameter may affect the number of nodes having small degree, resulting in a degree profile that partially deviates from the estimate (5) . We will illustrate and discuss an example of this phenomenon in Figure 3 .
Lemma 1. Let n ∈ N and γ > 1. Let w ∈ R n be a vector such that
for some positive constant c and i 0 > −1. If w ∈ A n then a graph G ∈ G(w) has an expected degree distribution that follows a power law with exponent γ. Namely, for k ≥ w n , the number of nodes with expected degree k is approximately αk −γ with α = (γ − 1)c γ−1 .
Proof. As shown in (3), the expected degree of the i-th vertex of G is w i . For x ≥ w n let N (x) be the number of nodes with expected degree greater than or equal to x. Since the sequence (7) is strictly decreasing, we have N (w i ) = i. Inverting the relation (7) we obtain
Hence, for k = 1, . . . , n it holds
Consequently, the number of nodes with expected degree k is approximately
where the last passage comes from the mean value theorem.
The foregoing lemma does not ensure that the vector w in (7) belongs to A n . That condition can be met by a suitable choice of the constant c, as shown in the following result in the simplest case i 0 = 0.
Theorem 1. For all γ > 1 and for all n ∈ N let w i = ci −p for i = 1, . . . , n, where p = 1/(γ − 1), 0 < c ≤ c max and
Then w ∈ A n .
Proof. If γ = 2 then p = 1 and from the leftmost inequality in (1) we have
Thus the claim follows from Lemma 1. Analogously, when γ = 2 we have
so w ∈ A n and the proof is complete.
It is worth noting that the inequality c ≤ c max appearing in Theorem 1 is asymptotically tight. Indeed, suppose that we set c > (n 1−p − p)/(1 − p) and γ > 2. Then, using the rightmost inequality in (1) we obtain
hence in this case w / ∈ A n . When γ = 2 the analogous conclusion follows by setting c > log n + 1, and for 1 < γ < 2 by assuming c > 1/(p − 1). In summary, we have the following result. Corollary 1. Let p = 1/(γ − 1) and w i = ci −p for i = 1, . . . , n. If w ∈ A n then c ≤ĉ wherê
In the proof of Theorem 1, for simplicity we have only shown that admissible vectors of the form (7) with i 0 = 0 exist. However, in a similar way, it is possible to show that there are Chung-Lu scale-free networks obtained from admissible vectors of the same form, for every i 0 > −1. Indeed, if γ = 2 then it's enough to choose c and i 0 such that
In fact, choosing c as in (8) we obtain
For γ = 2 the condition analogous to (8) is
The introduction of i 0 allows us to prescribe the average expected degree d and the largest expected degree m in a Chung-Lu scale-free graph, under appropriate hypotheses. The next result, which is based on an idea found in [8] and [9, p. 109] , explains how to achieve this goal by a suitable choice of the parameters i 0 and c in (7) . 
and there exists a constant 0 < η < 1 independent on n such that
Then, 1. for n sufficiently large it holds w ∈ A n 2. any G ∈ G(w) has an expected degree distribution that follows a power law with exponent γ, that is, for k ≥ w n , the number of nodes with expected degree k is n k ≈ αk −γ with α = (γ − 1)c γ−1 3. the largest expected degree of any G ∈ G(w) is M (n) and the average expected degree is asymptotically d(n), in the sense that lim n→∞ mean(w)/d(n) = 1.
Proof. To keep notation simple, we sometimes omit the explicit dependence on n of M , d, and other variables to be introduced in the proof. Firstly, note that (12) implies that the largest expected degree is
By hypotheses, we can write i 0 + 1 = nθ where θ = θ(n) is a function of n such that θ(n) > 0 and lim n→+∞ θ(n) = 0. Define
x −p dx. From (1) we have ǫ n > 0 and
In particular cǫ n < M . Henceforth, from (11), we have cǫ n /nd = O(1/ √ nd). Moreover,
Hence,
and we get the first part of the claim. Finally, if (11) holds then for sufficiently large n we have
Hence w ∈ A n and the proof is complete.
In Figure 3 we show a number of statistics some statistics on random graphs built by the algorithm in Figure 1 The first and third panel in Figure 3 display both the expected (red line) and the actual (blue dots) degree profile of the graphs. The vertical dashed line indicates the value of i 0 . The relevance of that value is clearly visible: Nodes whose index is less than i 0 have comparable degrees, whereas the largest degree variation is produced by the remaining nodes. The point where the vertical line crosses the continuous red line sets up the scale of the largest hubs in the network. The second and fourth panel show the degree distributions, that is, n k vs k (blue dots), together with the expected power law (red line). The abscissa of the vertical dashed line is w n , which bounds from below the range where the degree distribution is expected to follow the power law. In fact, the number of nodes whose degree is smaller than w n departs ostensibly from the O(k −γ ) behavior. It is worth noting that the hypothesis (10) is not very restrictive. For example, for networks in the Barabási-Albert model the ratio between maximum and average degree is typically O( √ n), and in real networks the degree of hub nodes is far greater than the average. Moreover, the condition (11) is almost optimal. Indeed, let mean(w) = ( i w i )/n be the expected average degree of a graph from G(w) and note that the condition w ∈ A n is equivalent to M 2 = w 2 1 ≤ i w i = n mean(w). Hence, if (11) is violated then no arbitrary large admissible vector w can be obtained.
On the other hand, the condition (11) is quite stringent, at least in some scenarios. For example, if d(n) is upper bounded by a constant then that condition implies that the largest expected degree M (n) must grow not faster than √ n. However, we observed in (5) that if the degree profile is a power law then the largest degree behaves as d max = O(n p ). Hence, the estimate (5) can be attained for large n only if p ≤ 1 2 , that is γ ≥ 3. Finally, notice that, from equation (13) it is clear that the average expected degree mean(w) converges towards d(n) as O(θ(n) 1−p ). Then, if p is approximately 1, i.e., γ is close to 2, the convergence can be very slow. This is shown in Figure 4 , where we plot the average degree of different networks generated by the algorithm in Figure 1 as a function of the dimension of the graph n. As we can see from the graph, as n increases the average degree converges from below to the parameter d of the formula (12) . Moreover, the convergence is faster when γ is bigger (i.e. p is smaller).
Conditions for the giant component
A very relevant element in the analysis of random graphs is the presence of giant components. It is customary to say that a network has a giant component if there is a connected subgraph comprising a significant fraction of all the nodes. More precisely, in a network whose number of nodes n increases over time, a giant component is a connected subgraph whose size is O(n). Aiello, Chung and Lu [1] obtained very detailed results concerning existence, uniqueness and the size not only of the giant component, but also of the smaller connected components of random power-law graphs. In particular, they showed that a random power law graph with exponent γ < γ 0 ≈ 3.47875 almost surely has a unique giant component. 1 However, the results in [1] are based on the fundamental assumption that the largest degree in a random power-law graph with n nodes and exponent γ > 1 is roughly proportional to n 1/γ . That assumption is questionable. For example, in [3, §4.3] and [25, §3.3.2] it is argued that the largest degree behaves as n 1/(γ−1) , as we also discussed in (5) .
More generally, for Chung-Lu random graphs with a generic expected degree sequence, a giant component appears if the expected average degree is larger than 1. Indeed, the following result holds, see [10] and [9, Thm. 6.14]. 2 Theorem 3. Let w ∈ A n , mean(w) = ( i w i )/n and mean 2 (w) = ( i w 2 i )/( i w i ). If mean(w) > 1 then almost surely a random graph G ∈ G(w) has a unique giant component, which contains n(λ 0 + o(1)) mean(w) edges, where λ 0 is the unique positive root of the equation
Moreover, if mean 2 (w) < 1 − ε for some ε > 0 independent on n then almost surely there is no giant component in G.
Note that, in the preceding claim, it holds mean(w) ≤ mean 2 (w) due to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Whilst nothing is known about the existence of a giant component when mean(w) < 1 < mean 2 (w), it is important to understand if it is possible to generate arbitrarily large networks with average degree greater than 1. In fact, from the simple inequality
it is immediate to derive that if mean 2 (w) < 1 then w ∈ A n . Thus, only a rather small subset of admissible vectors can produce a giant component. In particular, the construction defined in Theorem 1 severely constrains the possibility of having a giant component, as shown in the following result.
Corollary 2. Let 0 < p ≤ 1 and let the vector w ∈ A n be defined as w i = ci −p for i = 1, . . . , n. If mean(w) > 1 then either p ≤ 1 2 or 1 2 < p < 1 and
Proof. Firstly, we exclude the case p = 1. Indeed, in that case Corollary 1 implies c ≤ log n + 1, and for n > 1 it holds
For 0 < p < 1, again by Corollary 1 we have c < n 1−p /(1 − p). Hence,
Letting mean(w) > 1 we obtain
This inequality holds for every n ∈ N if and only if p ≤ 1 2 . On the other hand, if p > 1 2 then (14) yields the upper bound n < (1 − p) 2/(1−2p) and the theorem is proved.
On the other hand, using the formula w i = ci −1/(γ−1) for γ ≥ 3, we can obtain vectors w ∈ A n with arbitrary large n and such that the graphs in G(w) have a prescribed expected average degree d > 1. Indeed, let p = 1/(γ − 1) and c = d(1 − p)n p . If 0 < p < 1/2, then for sufficiently large n it holds
so we have w ∈ A n by Theorem 1. Moreover, using essentially the same argument as the one of the proof of Theorem 2, it is not difficult to observe that the expected average degree of a graph in G(w) is asymptotically equal to d. The same conclusions carry over the case p = 1/2, that is γ = 3, under the additional constraint d ≤ 4. It is worth noting that, with this construction, we have
that is, the ratio between the expected largest and smallest degrees behaves as the analytical estimate obtained in (5) . Altogether, the next result provides a way to construct sequences of large scale-free Chung-Lu random graphs with power law degree distribution n k = αk −γ and expected average degree larger than one, for every exponent γ > 2.
Corollary 3. Let 0 < p < 1 and let d be a fixed number larger than one. For n ∈ N define
where 0 < ε < 1. Moreover, for i = 1, . . . , n let w i = c(i 0 + i) −p where c and i 0 are defined as in (12) . Then for sufficiently large n one has w ∈ A n and the expected average degree of a random graph from G(w) is asymptotically d.
Proof. The limit (10) is trivially fulfilled. Moreover, M (n) 2 = n 1−ε ≤ n, hence also the inequality (11) is valid with η = 1/d. Then the claim is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.
Avoiding potentially isolated nodes
In the analysis of complex networks, isolated nodes are of no interest and are usually discarded. Actually, the power law itself is ill-defined for zero-degree nodes. Since the parameters of the Chung-Lu model specify expected degrees, and not actual degrees, it is always possible that some nodes in a random graph G ∈ G(w) are isolated. In fact, if the graph G is large and sparse then the effective degree of node i is closely approximated by a Poisson random variable with parameter w i , see e.g., [19] or [9, p. 110 ], so the probability of i being isolated is about e −wi . Anyway, the chance of having d i = 0 in a random graph drawn from G(w) is obviously high when the expected value of d i is less than 1. Hence we say that node i is potentially isolated if w i < 1. In this paragraph we address the problem of avoiding the presence of potentially isolated nodes when the vector w is computed as in Theorem 2. For simplicity, we consider initially the case where i 0 = 0. Subsequently, we approach the general case. We introduce the following definition.
It is immediate to see that if w is strongly admissible then the expected average degree of G ∈ G(w) is greater than 1. Hence, a direct consequence of Corollary 2 is that no strongly admissible vector can be obtained by the formula w i = ci −p when p = 1, that is γ = 2. The case p = 1 is dealt with in the next result, which proves that a strongly admissible vector w of the form w i = ci −p can exist for large n only if γ ≥ 3.
Corollary 4. Let p > 0, p = 1, and let the vector w ∈ A n be defined as w i = ci −p for i = 1, . . . , n. If w is strongly admissible then either p ≤ 1 2 or p > 1 2 and n < n max where
Proof. When p > 1, that is 1 < γ < 2, the claim follows directly from the condition 1 ≤ w n = cn −p ≤ n −p /(p − 1) coming from Corollary 1. When 0 < p < 1, again by Corollary 1 we have c < n 1−p /(1 − p). Hence,
Letting w n ≥ 1 we obtain
This inequality holds for every n ∈ N if and only if p ≤ 1 2 . On the other hand, if w n ≥ 1 and p > 1 2 then (16) yields the upper bound in the claim.
The upper bound on n defined by Corollary 4 severely constrains the size of a scale-free network without potentially isolated nodes. Indeed, Figure 5 illustrates the behavior of n max defined in (15) as a function of γ = 1 + 1/p. The graph of n max has a needle-like appearance in a neighborhood of γ = 2, where it is undefined, while lies in the order of a few thousands when γ is in a rather wide range within the interval (2, 3) .
Anyway, also in this case, the introduction of the additional parameter i 0 gives us more freedom in the construction of scale-free networks. In fact, our next results show that if we consider expected degree vectors w with entries w i = c(i 0 + i) −1/(γ−1) , then G(w) can model arbitrarily large scale-free networks without any potentially isolated vertex. In the sequel, the entries of the vector w ∈ A n will be numbered as w 0 , . . . , w n−1 rather than w 1 , . . . , w n , while keeping the expression w i = c(i + i 0 ) −p . We adopt this renumbering to simplify notations in our final results. For example, the largest entry now is w 0 = ci −p 0 and the inequality (8) is replaced by
Accordingly, we assume i 0 > 0.
Theorem 4. Let 0 < p < 1 and let i 0 > 0 be such that
Then the vector w ∈ R n with w i = c(i + i 0 ) −p for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 is strongly admissible.
Proof. From (19) we have that w ∈ A n , by the same passages carried out in (9) . To complete the proof we have to prove that w n−1 = c(n − 1 + i 0 ) −p ≥ 1. Actually, we will show the stronger inequality c(n + i 0 ) −p ≥ 1. Indeed, simple passages yield the identity
where we have set r = (n/i 0 )+1. Now, it is easy to verify that (17) implies r 1−p ≥ 2. Moreover, from (18) we derive the inequality r ≤ i 1/p 0 . Finally, we obtain c(n + i 0 ) −p ≥ κ ≥ 1 and the proof is complete.
On the basis of the previous theorem, we provide in the next corollary an explicit construction to generate large scale-free networks without potentially isolated nodes and arbitrary exponent γ > 2.
Corollary 5. For 0 < p < 1 and η ≥ 1 let i 0 = ηn p/(1+p) . Moreover, let c be as in (19) . Then for n sufficiently large the vector w ∈ R n with w i = c(i + i 0 ) −p for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 is strongly admissible.
Proof. Since i 0 grows slower than n, there exists N 1 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N 1 the inequality (17) Then there exists N 2 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N 2 it holds i 0 (i 1/p 0 − 1)/n ≥ 1, which is (18) . Taking N = max{N 1 , N 2 } all the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are fulfilled, and the claim follows.
We conclude with the following example showing that, under certain restrictions, the proposed construction can produce random scale-free networks similar to those produced by the Barabási-Albert model. For i = 1, . . . , n consider the vector w with entries w i = ci −1/2 where 0 < c ≤ 2 √ n + 1 − 2. By Theorem 1, w ∈ A n and a graph G ∈ G(w) has an expected degree distribution following a power law with exponent γ = 3 and expected average degree d = 2c/ √ n. In particular, the ratio between the largest and the average degree is approximately √ n/2, as in the Barabási-Albert model. Furthermore, if c ≥ √ n then w is strongly admissible.
Conclusions
Power-law degree distributions are ubiquitous in real-world networks. The observed exponent often falls in the range 2 < γ < 3, which is the range where growing networks can show small average degree together with a non negligible quantity of hub nodes. Here, we investigate the possibility of generating large random graphs having a power-law degree distribution using the Chung-Lu generative model. This model is defined in terms of n parameters, w 1 , . . . , w n , where n is the number of nodes, and is particularly relevant as it is the only random graph model that does not introduce correlations between the degrees of two nodes connected by an edge. Under an appropriate condition, here called admissibility, the parameters w i determine the node degrees, in expectation.
In this work, we analyze the possibility of using admissible parameters w i to generate large networks having an expected power-law degree distribution, a giant component and no isolated nodes. Not surprisingly, the admissibility condition imposes severe restrictions to the resulting degree profile and, in some cases, also to the network size. In particular, we prove that, under appropriate conditions, the general formula w i = c(i 0 + i) −p can serve to generate arbitrarily large random graphs having a power-law degree profile with exponent γ = 1 + 1/p, at least within certain exponent and degree ranges. Whilst our main focus is on the exponent range 2 < γ < 3, we also considered rather general exponents. Our main results provide explicit formulas for the coefficients c and i 0 , in order to fulfil a number of desirable requirements on the connectivity of the network and the behavior of the smallest, largest, and average degrees, in expectation.
